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END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT
This is a binding legal agreement between you (the purchasing entity) and Sound
Spark LLC. By using all or any portion of the sound recordings/audio files or
other content contained within in our products, you accept terms and conditions
of the following agreement.
All Sound Spark LLC products are licensed to you for use only under the terms of
this agreement. This license agreement must be retained as your proof to
exercise the rights granted herein. Sound Spark LLC retains all title to and
ownership of sound recordings/audio files or other contained deliverable content
and reserves all rights not expressly granted to you in this agreement.
SINGLE-USER MEDIA PRODUCER LICENSE:
An individual purchase of one product grants you a single personal nonexclusive
license to use one or more versions of this product to its full extent, including the
royalty-free use of all assets in your productions, recordings and/or
performances. This license is non transferable. Legally you are prohibited to
distribute, lend, rent or sell your copy of any products in whole or in part.
i. Mechanical Rights: Sound Spark LLC grants the Licensee the
nonexclusive right to use the purchased sound recordings/audio files as
part of their media productions in any chosen medium.
ii. Synchronization Rights: Sound Spark LLC grants the Licensee the
nonexclusive right to use the purchased sound recordings/audio files as a
soundtrack synchronized with visual images, games, or theatrical works.
iii. Public Broadcast Rights: Sound Spark LLC grants the Licensee the
nonexclusive right to use the purchased sound recordings as part of a
public Performance or viewing of their productions.
*For a Multi-User or Site License, please contact Sound Spark LLC.

LIMITATIONS:
The sound recordings/audio files contained within the product deliverables may
not be resold as part of another sample library or collection of audio tracks using
the recordings, in part or in whole. Modified or manipulated recordings of the
original purchased sound recordings/audio files may also not be sold as part of
another sample library. The sound recordings/audio files may not be copied or
sold for financial gain or profit, except when used in the licensee's media
productions as part of a greater body of work. Remote sites are forbidden from
access to Sound Spark LLC products or sound recordings/audio files unless a
multi-user license is purchased. The purchased sound recordings/audio files
may not be stored as a collection that is intended for multi-user use without first
purchasing a multi-user license.
Licensee Limitations:
i. Store or share the sound recordings/audio files on a server without a
Multi-user license, unless necessary to complete a project started by the
original single user licensee where said files are already in use in a greater
body of work.
ii. Claim any ownership or authorship of the sound recording/audio files or any
modified or manipulated versions of said recordings/files.
iii. Sell the sound recordings/audio files or any modified or manipulated versions
of said recordings/files to individuals or groups. (The recordings may be sold as
part of your production/product as long as it is not another sample library.)
iv. Share or store the sound recordings/audio files on a public server or torrent
site.
License Allowances:
i. Use the sound recordings/audio files in any type of media production that isn't a
sample library or collection of audio recordings that are re-sold/licensed. Such
productions include, but are not limited to, music, games, films, websites, live
sound, theatre, radio and broadcast.
ii. Storage of the sound recordings/audio files collections on up to three personal
computers.
iii. Use specific sound recordings as part of a larger project and share the

sounds on other systems in order to complete that specific work, so long as
you are not re-distributing, selling the sounds or sharing the general collection
(in part or in whole) on a server.
TERMINATION:
The license granted to you is effective until terminated. The license will terminate
automatically without any notice from Sound Spark LLC if you fail to comply with
any term or condition of this agreement. Upon termination, Sound Spark LLC
may also enforce any and all rights provided by law. You may also terminate the
license at any time by destroying Sound Spark LLC sound recordings/audio files
currently in your possession or control. The provisions of this agreement that
protect the proprietary rights of Sound Spark LLC will continue in force after
termination.
LIABILITY:
Any product governed by this license is non-refundable. In no event shall Sound
Spark LLC be liable for any damages (including without limitation, incidental,
direct, indirect, special or consequential damages, damages for loss of business
profits, business interruption, loss of business information, or other pecuniary
loss) arising out of the use of inability to use any product, even if Sound Spark
LLC have been advised of the possibility of such damages. (Because some
countries do not allow the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or
incidental damages, the above limitation may not apply to you.)
INDEMNIFICATION:
If you use or distribute any product from Sound Spark LLC in violation of this
agreement, you hereby indemnify, hold harmless and defend Sound Spark LLC
from and against any and all claims or lawsuits, including attorney's fees and
costs that arise, result from, or are connected with the use of or distribution of
any product in violation of this agreement.
COPYRIGHT:
All sound recordings/audio files and documentation included in this product is
owned and copyrighted Sound Spark LLC 2018, all rights reserved.

